
Dear Student: 

Welcome to American Literature and Diversity Honor CCP. The following reading offers 

students high interest fiction that provides insight into viable current issues and themes. 

Hopefully, you will find the summer readings enjoyable as well as thought provoking. 

This novel may be obtained at a bookstore or a library. If you purchase your book from a 

bookstore or online, that gives you the opportunity to highlight and make notes within your 

pages to help you read more critically. Annotating is a useful tool in this class and will be of 

great benefit to you. If you have any questions, you can email Mr. Ruark at mruark@gmail.com  

You will be reading one novel and writing one essay. For the novel, every student will read 

Mrs. Dalloway by Virginia Woolf.   The details for the essay are below.  

There will also be a test covering the novel the first day of class. Be sure to contact me with any 

questions.  

Mr. Ruark  

Essay Outline: 

 There are three statements about literature below.  Support one of the following 

statements and explain how that statement proves true in regards to the novel using 

specific citations from the work. 

 Your response should reflect your thoughts, observations, and analysis of the novel. For 

this project, research is discouraged. Your response should be original.  

 Do not summarize; do not give full plot information; critically analyze the novel. 

 5 paragraphs (intro, 3 body paragraphs, conclusion) and a Works Cited page, which 

should include your book.  

 Three citations per body paragraph 

 Times New Roman, 12 point font, double-spaced 

 Use MLA format for in-text citations and Works Cited page -if you need help please use 

the Purdue Owl Website as some MLA information has changed 

 Due Date: The first day of school. ~Make sure it is printed: YOU WILL NOT BE 

ALLOWED TO PRINT IN CLASS. 

Statement One:  
 “A story must be exceptional enough to justify its telling; it must have something more unusual 

to relate than the ordinary experience of every average man and woman” --- Thomas Hardy 

Statement Two: 
 “What lasts is what is written. We look to literature to find the essence of an age” --- Peter 

Brodie 

Statement Three: 
 "Thus all art is propaganda and ever must be, despite the wailing of the purists ... I do not care a 

damn for any art that is not used for propaganda"--- W.E.B. DuBois 
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